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Summary
A new four-parameter equation of state (EoS)
is presented here. It has the form p = RT/(υ –
b) – a/Tmυ(υ + c), which can be thought of as
a modified Redlich-Kwong equation. This EoS
is designed to permit a special parameter adjustment technique that leads to great accuracy
in the calculation of the spinodal temperature
(or limit of superheat) of a liquid. This p-υ-T
relationship yields a predicted spinodal temperature of 331.7˚C for water at 1 atm, which is
in good agreement with an extrapolation of experimental kinetic limits of superheat that falls
in the range of 330 ± 2˚C. A knowledge of the
spinodal temperature of water is an important
dimension in the understanding of the vapor
explosions (or steam explosions, in the case
of water) that sometimes occur in marine volcano eruptions, nuclear-reactor accidents, and
foundry molten-metal spills.

Introduction
To represent the behavior of a fluid as unusual
as water over an extremely wide range of temperatures and pressures is an incredibly challenging task and requires an equation of state
(EoS) of great complexity. Saul and Wagner [1]
have successfully carried out this undertaking
with a 58-parameter equation that accurately
predicts a wide variety of thermodynamic properties of water. An EoS with several adjustable

parameters cannot hope to compete with a relationship of this complexity, but can sometimes
provide useful practical results if the parameters are adjusted to carry out a specific prediction over a narrow range of temperatures and
pressures. Such equations have the advantage
of simplicity and can lead to results of acceptable accuracy for some practical applications.
Such an equation and application are described
here.
This study presents a new four-parameter EoS
for characterizing liquid-and-vapor-phase behavior and the predictions of this equation for
the liquid spinodal temperature or limit of superheat [2-4] for water. The parameters in the
EoS are adjusted via a technique [5] that has
been previously explored for a closely related,
three-parameter EoS [6]. This parameter-adjustment approach guarantees that the equilibrium curve and the liquid and vapor spinodal
curves not only terminate at the critical temperature and pressure, but do so with the correct tangent, or Riedel constant [4,5], at the
critical point. Use of the Riedel constant in parameter adjustment yields great accuracy in the
prediction of the above pressure-temperature
relationships. The new EoS presented here is
constructed so that it includes all of the above
features and, in addition, has the correct molar
volume at the critical point. This feature leads
to greater accuracy in equilibrium and spinodal
density-temperature relationships or coexisWATER 1, 85 - 91, 1 November 2009
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tence curves.

dicting thermodynamic properties, a method of
estimation for the parameters must be devised.
Although there are many possible approaches
to this task, the usual method is to employ the
mathematical conditions obeyed by any fluid
at the critical point, as well as the critical constants of the particular fluid of interest [5]. The
usual statement of the critical conditions is
that the critical isotherm of a fluid must pass
through the critical point with a horizontal inflection point. At a horizontal inflection point
on an isotherm, both the derivatives (∂p/∂υ)T
and (∂2p/∂υ2)T vanish. In functional notation
this leads to the three mathematical conditions

The spinodal temperature is the maximum temperature to which a liquid can be superheated.
A liquid superheated to this temperature will
undergo a vapor explosion [7], which, in the
case of water, is often called a steam explosion.
These physical explosions are possible in situations where water (or some other liquid) comes
into contact with a hotter, immiscible second
liquid. Steam explosions have occurred in marine volcano eruptions; nuclear reactor, lossof-flow accidents; and in foundry molten-metal
spills. The spinodal temperature of water is thus
a key parameter in the mathematical modeling
of these physical explosions. The use of this new [3]
EoS for the prediction of the spinodal tempera[4]
ture of water is described below.

fυ(Tc,υc) = 0

[5]

f2υ(Tc,υc) = 0

The Equation of State

f(Tc,υc) = pc

where the υ subscripts indicate partial differenThe EoS of a pure fluid is a mathematical relatiation with respect to υ and pc, Tc, and υc are the
tionship between the molar volume, υ, and the
critical pressure, temperature, and molar voltemperature, T, and pressure, p. It is often exume of the fluid, respectively. Eqs [3]-[5] propressed through the functional notation
vide only three equations for the determination
of the four parameters: b, c, a, and m. Thus,
[1]
p = f(T,υ)
a fourth mathematical condition and critical
The EoS studied here is the outgrowth of past constant is necessary. The Riedel relationship
explorations of other equations with three or [5] is employed to meet this need, which states
four parameters and employs the best features that the tangent to the vapor pressure curve at
of these p-υ-T relationships [4-6]. This new, the critical point, sc, can also be found from the
four-parameter EoS is
EoS by partial differentiation with respect to T,
namely,
[2]
p = RT/(υ – b) – a/Tmυ(υ + c)
[6]		
fT(Tc,υc) = sc = (dpe/dT)c
where R is the molar gas constant, b is a constant related to the size of the fluid molecules, where pe is the equilibrium vapor pressure of
and c, a and m are constants which characterize the liquid and sc is the Riedel constant. The four
the attractive force between pairs of fluid mol- constraints, eqs [3]-[6], and the four critical
ecules. This EoS contains some well-known, constants pc, Tc, υc, and sc, can thus be used to
simpler equations as special cases. Eq [2] re- determine the four parameters: b, c, a, and m.
duces to the van der Waals EoS when m = 0 and
c = 0 [8] and to the Redlich-Kwong EoS when For a two-parameter EoS (like that of van der
b = c and m = 1/2 [9]. Thus, it is appropriate Waals or of Redlich and Kwong) eqs [4] and
to refer to this new relationship as a modified [5] and the constants Tc and pc are usually emRedlich-Kwong EoS. The original Redlich- ployed for parameter estimation [5,10]. This
Kwong EoS [9] and this new modification can choice guarantees that predictions of the equibe thought of as empirical refinements of the librium (or saturation) curve and the liquid
and vapor spinodal curves will terminate at
van der Waals EoS.
the critical point with the correct temperature
and pressure. This new four-parameter EoS
The Parameter Evaluation
will, in addition, have the correct tangent to the
Before an EoS can be applied to the task of pre- equilibrium and spinodal curves at the critiWATER 1, 85 - 91, 1 November 2009
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cal point,

and, furthermore, the correct molar
volume. These latter features greatly increase
the accuracy of equilibrium and spinodal predictions, an expectation that is borne out by the
computational results ultimately obtained.

ε using Newton’s Method [11]. The other unknowns can then be found from eqs [12]-[18]
and are given by the expressions
[20]

[21]
The four parameters for the EoS can be found
more easily by expressing them in dimension- [22]
less or reduced form. The reduced parameters
[23]
β, γ, and α are defined through the equations

ρ = (1 + ε + ε2)/(1 + ε)
δ = ε/ρ
α = λρ – ε
β=1–δ

[7]

λ = RTc/pcυc = Zc–1

[24]

γ=ε–1

[8]

b = βυc

[25]

m = (σc – 1)ε/α – 1

[9]

c = γυc

Once the dimensionless unknowns are found as
indicated above, then b, c, and a are easily obtained from eqs [8]-[10].

[10]

a = αpcυc2Tcm

[11]

σc = (Tc/pc)(dpe/dT)c = Tcsc/pc

where Zc is the critical compression factor and
σc is the reduced Riedel constant. The dimensionless unknowns β, γ, and α are the reduced
values of b, c, and a, respectively, while the exponent m is already dimensionless. Application
of eqs [3]-[6] to eq [2] then leads to the four
constraints
[12]

λ/(1 – β) – α/(1 + γ) = 1

[13]

–λ/(1 + β)2 + α[1/(1 + γ)2 +
1/(1 + γ)] = 0

[14]

2λ/(1 – β)3 – 2α[1/(1 + γ)3 +
1/(1 + γ)2 + 1/(1 + γ)] = 0

[15]

λ/(1 – β) + αm/(1 + γ) = σc

The experimental critical data for water needed
to perform these calculations are Tc = 647.30 K,
pc = 218.3 atm, Zc = 0.235 (or λ = 4.2553), [12]
and σc = 8.28 [4]. Application of eqs [19]-[25]
then yields, for the dimensionless parameters, ε
= 2.3668, ρ = 2.6638, δ = 0.88850, m = 0.92119,
α = 8.9686, β = 0.11150, and γ = 1.3668. The
remaining three parameters in eq [2] are found
from eqs [8]-[10] to be b = 0.0063755 L mol–1,
c = 0.078154 L mol–1, and a = 2487.8 atm Km L2
mol–2.

The Liquid Spinodal Temperature
Once all the parameters are available for this
new EoS, the liquid spinodal temperature or
limit of superheat, Ts, and the corresponding
spinodal molar volume, υs, can be calculated at
any pressure.

where λ = Zc–1 and σc are known experimentally.
These equations can be further simplified with A superheated liquid is a metastable liquid that
is at a temperature higher than the equilibrium
the substitutions
temperature or boiling point, Te. The upper
[16]
δ=1–β
limit of this superheated state is the spinodal
temperature Ts. For stable liquids (where T <
[17]
ε=1+γ
Te) and for metastable liquids (where Te < T <
Ts), the liquid obeys the mechanical stability
[18]
ρ = ε/δ
condition (∂p/∂υ)T < 0 [13]. For an unstable
The resulting four equations in the four fluid (where T > T ), (∂p/∂υ) > 0. Thus, the
T
unknowns—δ, ε, ρ and m—can be reduced to boundary between s the metastable
and unstathe single, nonlinear equation in ε
ble states, the so-called spinodal condition, is
(∂p/∂υ)T = 0 [4,6,14]. In functional notation,
[19]
ε3 + (3 – λ)ε2 +
then, the spinodal temperature and molar vol(3 – λ)ε + (1 – λ) = 0
ume for a particular pressure p is obtained from
which can readily be solved numerically for the solution of the two, nonlinear equations:
WATER 1, 85 - 91, 1 November 2009
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[26]

f(Ts,υs) = p

Spinodal temperatures were also calculated for
the two special cases of eq [2] mentioned pre[27]
fυ(Ts,υs) = 0
viously and yield values of Ts = 273.2˚C and
306.5˚C for the van der Waals and the RedlickFor this particular EoS, then, Ts and υs are obKwong equations, respectively. It is thus aptained from the constraints
parent that the additional two parameters built
m
into the modified Redlich-Kwong EoS and the
[28]
p = RTs/(υs – b) – a/Ts υs(υs + c)
particular parameter adjustment method em[29]
RTs/(υs – b)2 =
ployed for the exponent m greatly improve spi(a/Tsm)[1/υs(υs + c)2 + 1/υs2(υs+ c)]
nodal predictions over those of the simpler and
more familiar two-parameter formulas.
Based on eqs [28] and [29] the values of Ts and
υs can be obtained by successive substitution Experimental determinations of the spinodal
[14,15] using the algorithm
temperature of n-pentane are also available
[4,6] and indicate that Ts = 158 ± 2˚C. Based
[30]
Ts2 = {[a(υs1 – b)2/R][1/υs1(υs1 + c)2 +
again on the appropriate critical data [4,12], the
1/υs12(υs1 + c)]}1/(m + 1)
prediction of this new EoS is Ts = 159.2˚C and
–1
[31]
υs2 = a/Ts2m(υs1 + c)[RTs2/(υs1 – b) – p] υs = 0.1681 L mol , in close agreement with experiment.
The initial approximations selected for starting
Conclusions
the calculation were Ts1 = 0.9 Tc and υs1 = 2b.
A modified version of the Redlich-Kwong EoS
is presented. When the four parameters in the
equation are evaluated from critical constant
data that includes the Riedel constant, the EoS
yields a spinodal temperature prediction for
This prediction of the spinodal temperature of water, 331.7˚C, that is in good accord with exwater compares well with previously made ex- periment.
trapolations of measured kinetic limits of superheat to the thermodynamic limit of superheat or References
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Discussion With Reviewers
Ted Lindeman1: It is often of interest to understand in a general way what intermolecular
forces and phenomena underlie the parameters
of a new EoS. For the “parent” van der Waals
equation, b and a clearly account for, respectively, the repulsive and attractive intermolecular forces. Does one dare to attach comparable
molecular significance to your c and m results?
Jim Eberhart: This new 4-parameter EoS provides a pressure given by the difference between a repulsive term and an attractive term.
Thus, the general format of this equation is, indeed, the same as that of the original van der
Waals EoS. As with the van der Waals EoS, the
constant b is a measure of the size of the fluid
molecules and the constants a, c, and m are related to the pair-wise attraction between molecules. That said, the EoS is also empirical in
nature and, thus, it does not appear possible to
be more quantitative about the relationship between a, c, and m and the attraction between
molecules.
From a utilitarian point of view, the parameter
m was introduced into the EoS to make possible
a correct value for the tangent to the vapor pressure curve at the critical point (and, thus, also
a correct tangent to the spinodal curves). The
parameter c was introduced to make possible a

Waals EoS and the Redlich-Kwong EoS in that
all three of these equations are polynomials of
the third degree in molar volume with the pressure given by the difference between a repulsive and an attractive term. Every EoS of this
type has a liquid spinodal pressure, ps(l), that
increases monotonically with temperature, T,
with a slight downward concavity. Thus, dps(l)/
dT > 0, while d2ps(l)/dT2 < 0. This type of behavior is illustrated with calculated liquid spinodal
curves generated previously [J.G. Eberhart and
H.C. Snyders, “Application of the Mechanical Stability Condition to the Prediction of the
Limit of Superheat for Normal Alkanes, Ether,
and Water,” Journal of Physical Chemistry 77,
2730-2736 (1973)] for a variety of fluid models
having the above features.
Any EoS of this kind is only capable of predicting liquid and vapor phase properties (both
stable and metastable) and can thus be used
to characterize superheated or superstretched
liquids (including tensile liquids) and supercooled (or supersaturated) vapors. However,
these equations do not provide solid-phase behavior, and thus cannot be used to explore supercooled-liquid and superheated-solid states.
Thus, this model is incapable of generating retracing behavior and has the same kind of classical liquid-vapor critical behavior as that of
van der Waals’s original EoS. This means that
the liquid spinodal curves generated by such
an EoS should not be extended too far into the
WATER 1, 85 - 91, 1 November 2009
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negative pressure regime and cannot provide a There are two approaches to the calculation of
minimum in the ps(l) versus T curve.
the liquid spinodal temperature or pressure—
one is kinetic and involves the application of
I believe it would be inappropriate to use the homogeneous nucleation theory, while the
simple model presented here, which is not other is thermodynamic and (for a pure liquid)
based on any explicit assumptions regarding involves the use of the mechanical stability conmolecular structure, to argue for either the re- dition. The thermodynamic approach has the
tracing spinodal scenario or the metastable,
advantage of being simpler and requiring only
low-temperature critical point scenario in waan EoS, but has the disadvantage of providter. This EoS is empirical in nature and is deing an upper limit on the measured KLS (the
signed to provide a simple and reliable route to
TLS) rather than the KLS itself. The kinetic apliquid spinodal predictions for any liquid, with
proach is more complicated, requires surface
water clearly being the fluid of greatest practical
tension data in addition to an EoS, and yields a
importance. Of course, there are far more comKLS prediction that depends on the nucleation
plicated and accurate p-υ-T relationships, such
flux, J, in the experiment. However, this apas the fifty-eight parameter EoS referred to in
proach is capable of providing good agreement
reference [1] of this article, that would not be
with experimental KLS data rather than simply
subject to these limitations and would provide
yielding an upper limit on the data. [As an exinsight into this question.
ample of such calculations, see J.G. Eberhart,
Mercury: The spinodal curve normally is not W. Kremsner, and M. Blander, “Metastability
experienced by natural fluids because the acti- Limits of Superheated Liquids: Bubble Nuclevation nucleation energy is of the same order ation Temperatures of Hydrocarbons and Their
of magnitude as the thermal fluctuations at the Mixtures,” Journal of Colloid & Interface Sciso-called kinetic spinodal, located at lower tem- ence 50, 369-378 (1975)].
perature (at constant pressure) as the spinodal
one. Yet, the ability for a fluid to trespass the This article summarizes the most important
kinetic limit and come near the spinodal one part of reference 4, namely, that as the nucledetermines the occurence of the very explo- ation flux is increased to its maximum theosive spinodal decomposition. What could be in retical value, the KLS approach the TLS. Thus,
your opinion the mechanism(s) or condition(s) the experimental determination of the TLS priable to provoke the spinodal decomposition in marily used in this paper was carried out by a
natural fluids? Especially at intermediate tem- simple extrapolation of KLS versus J data to the
perature where the gap between the two limits thermodynamic limit. The mechanism of this
vaporization is usually visualized as the fluctuais large?
tion in radii of the vapor bubble nuclei as they
Eberhart: As with the previous question, I am begin the “climb” up the curve of free energy
inclined to believe that a simple EoS based versus radius. As the temperature increases the
on empirical ideas rather than on molecular bubble radii approach the critical radius and ulstructure assumptions cannot be used to shed timately the liquid spontaneously decomposes
light on issues such as the mechanism for spi- into the vapor. At higher nucleation fluxes this
nodal decomposition (or explosive boiling) process occurs at somewhat higher temperaof superheated water. However, it is possible tures, again approaching the TLS in the limit
that a few general comments that would ap- of maximum flux. The nucleation theory apply to any liquid would be of interest to some proach is quasi-thermodynamic in nature and
readers. The issue raised here centers on the is generally independent of explicit assumpdifference between the thermodynamic liquid tions about the molecular structure of the fluid
spinodal (TLS) and the kinetic liquid spinodal being considered.
(KLS), which the reader can find discussed in
greater detail in reference 4 of this article [J.G. 1 Professor of Chemistry, Physical & Inorganic
Eberhart, “The Thermodynamic and the Kinetic Chemistry, Department of Chemistry & BioLimit of Superheat of a Liquid,” Journal of Col- chemistry, 14 East Cache La Poudre, Colorado
loid & Interface Science 56, 262-269 (1976)].
College, Colorado Springs, CO.
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